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QUESTION 1

Which action is prohibited under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986? 

A. Intercepting electronic communications and unauthorized access to stored communications 

B. Monitoring all employee telephone calls 

C. Accessing stored communications with the consent of the sender or recipient of the message 

D. Monitoring employee telephone calls of a personal nature 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty/authorities/statutes/1285 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a key way that the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) prevents unauthorized access into a person\\'s back
account? 

A. By requiring immediate public disclosure after a suspected security breach. 

B. By requiring the amount of customer personal information printed on paper. 

C. By requiring the financial institutions limit the collection of personal information. 

D. By restricting the disclosure of customer account numbers by financial institutions. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/Gramm-Leach-Bliley-Act 

 

QUESTION 3

Which federal act does NOT contain provisions for preempting stricter state laws? 

A. The CAN-SPAM Act 

B. The Children\\'s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) 

C. The Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (FACTA) 

D. The Telemarketing Consumer Protection and Fraud Prevention Act 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following is a U.S. surveillance program authorized under Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act Amendments Act? 

A. Upstream 

B. NATGRID 

C. Project 6 

D. SORM 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.dni.gov/files/icotr/Section702-Basics-Infographic.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next question: 

Miraculous Healthcare is a large medical practice with multiple locations in California and Nevada. Miraculous normally
treats patients in person, but has recently decided to start offering telehealth appointments, where patients can have 

virtual appointments with on-site doctors via a phone app. 

For this new initiative, Miraculous is considering a product built by MedApps, a company that makes quality telehealth
apps for healthcare practices and licenses them to be used with the practices’ branding. MedApps provides technical 

support for the app, which it hosts in the cloud. MedApps also offers an optional benchmarking service for providers who
wish to compare their practice to others using the service. 

Riya is the Privacy Officer at Miraculous, responsible for the practice\\'s compliance with HIPAA and other applicable
laws, and she works with the Miraculous procurement team to get vendor agreements in place. She occasionally
assists 

procurement in vetting vendors and inquiring about their own compliance practices, as well as negotiating the terms of
vendor agreements. Riya is currently reviewing the suitability of the MedApps app from a privacy perspective. 

Riya has also been asked by the Miraculous Healthcare business operations team to review the MedApps’ optional
benchmarking service. Of particular concern is the requirement that Miraculous Healthcare upload information about the
appointments to a portal hosted by MedApps. 

Which of the following would accurately describe the relationship of the parties if they enter into a contract for use of the
app? 

A. Miraculous Healthcare would be the covered entity because its name and branding are on the app; MedApps would
be a business associate because it is hosting the data that supports the app. 

B. MedApps would be the covered entity because it built and hosts the app and all the data; Miraculous Healthcare
would be a business associate because it only provides its brand on the app. 

C. Miraculous Healthcare would be a covered entity because it is the healthcare provider; MedApps would also be a
covered entity because the data in the app is being shared with it. 
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D. Miraculous Healthcare would be the covered entity because it is the healthcare provider; MedApps would be a
business associate because it is providing a service to support Miraculous. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.truevault.com/resources/compliance/what-is-a-covered-entity#:~:text=A%20covered%20entity%
20is%20anyone,Covered%20Entities%20Include%3Aandtext=Nursing%20home%2C%20pharmacy%2C%20hospital%
20or,programs%20that%20pay%20for%20healthcare 
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